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ABSTRACT

A uranyl nitrate- solution for use as a Working Calibration 
and Test Material (V.’CTM) was characterized, using a statistically 
designed procedure1 to document traceability to National liurcau of 
Standards Reference Material (SRM-960). A Reference Calibration 
and Teat Material O’.CTM) was prepared from SRM-9G0 uraniun metal 
to approximate the acid and uranium concentration of the V.’CTM. This 
solution was used in the characterization procedure. Details of 
preparing, handling, and packaging these solutions are covered.

Two outside laboratories, each having measurement expertise 
using a different analytical method, were selected to measure both 
solutions according to the procedure for characterizing the Y'f.T".
Two different methods were also used for the. in-house characteriza
tion work. All analytical results were tested for statistical agree
ment before the V.'CTM concentration and lissit of error values v.'ero 
calculated. A concentration value was determined with a relative 
limit of error (RLE) of approximately 0.03% which was better than 
the target RLE of 0.08%.

The use of this working material eliminates the expense of 
using SRMs to fulfill traceability requirements for uranium measure
ments on this type material. Several years1 supply of uranyl nitrate 
solution with KiiS traccabili.Ly vas produced. The cost of this ma
terial vas less than 10?; of an equal quantity of SKM-960 uranium 
metal.

KEYWORDS: Calibration; characterization; reference materials;
traceability standards; and uranyl nitrate solution

INTRODUCTION

Uranyl nitrate solutions are essential for use as standards in the surveillance of 
analytical methods, calibration of equiprent and methods, and training and testing labora
tory personnel, r.et.mr.e of these functions %ind the importance of uranium measurements for 
nuclear materials accounting purposes, the standard? must be of unquestionable quality and 
dearly traceable to a primary standard reference material.

Ideally, for a standard to be used as n working calibration and test material it 
should:

1. be stable over extended rtoragc periods,
2. closely match the r. utter in 1 routinely analysed,
3. have an uncertainty consistent with its intended use,
A. be convenient to use, and
5. l<e economical.

*S. S. Vnnamura, et nl, i;n!VT.-0?.53, ERC-13, "Preparation of Vorkinf. Calibration and Test 
Materials: I'ranyl Nitrate Solution," (1977).



Ur.-myl nitrate solut for use as working calibration air! tost natt-rials, having
uraniu::. concentrations traceable to the 1'ational I'ureau of Standards ran lie prepared In two 
ways. They ran be fivr.t he ;-.i zed frori \;;-l 1 charact erized starting ratorlals of known integrity 
such nn f>l.v.:dard P.r-fc-roncc- Materials, using ?«7;S certified nans ard volinc standards for the; 
solution f.i asurenenls. Using this procedure, the integrity of.the starting t-i.it.crin] is 
transferred to the standard, which can be used a;; cither a reference or working cal ibration 
test material, The second way ur.-.nyl nitrate. l.'C'IMs can he prepared Is by character!zing n 
plant urany] nitrate- solution by tvo different cethodr. of analysis. The I.’RS traceability 
is established by calibrating the r:e.T.;urer.ent svster.s used to characterize- the l’C7>‘ with a 
reference standard while concurrently analyzing both solutions.

The cc-st of !:i;R SIWs prohibits their use where 1 arr,e quantities of working standard are 
required fer routine analytical r-.easurerie.iit operations. Therefore, the second method was 
used in preparing a large supply of uranyl nitrate 'T'I.'I. The. overall cost of procurement, 
preparation, and characterization vas considerably less than the cost of preparing an equal 
quantity of the standard from Si.M-%0. By characterizing, the desired reliability was ob
tained and KBS traceability vws established.

PREPARATION OF CALir.PATIOS MID TEST MATERIALS

Two uranyl nitre.to solutions were prepared as calibration and test materials as shown 
in figure 1. A large quantity of urar.yl nitrate solution was prepared for characterizing 
and establishing tracersbility to the standard reference material. This quantity would meet 
the future needs for a working calibration and tc-r.t naterial. After the specifications of 
the working standard b?d been detfcrrii.ed, calculations were rK'de to deterr.ine how much 
uraniur.i and acid would be needed for the i’CTM. Then a small quantity of uranyl nitrate 
solution was prepared fcr use as a reference standard to calibrate the measurement systems 
used in the characterisation of the working standard.

Preparing the Vorking Calibration and Test Material

Approximately 80 liters of uranyl nitrate were obtained frc>:t; a plant product ttf’.il: and 
used in the preparation of the working standard.

The solution vas filtered to remove insoluM.es and the filtrate was transferred to a 
'large drun for nixing. The drra vac covered and the solution thoroughly nixed by sparging 
overnight to ensure hor.ogc-.nei.ty. Sar.’.ules were analyzed for concentration of acid, uranium, 
and impurities. The results of these analyses were satisfactory. The solution was mixed 
again and systematically transferred to four clean dry 27 liter poly bottles. The necks 
were sealed with a plastic film and closed with a screw cap to protect against evaporation 
until the solutions were packaged.

Synthesizing the. Keference Calibration and Test Material

The reference calibration and test material vas prepared flor: MBS SRM-9G0 uranium 
netal to approximate the acid and uranium concentrat ion of the YC.V,. The total was pickled 
for approxir ately ten rcir.utes in warn eight molar nitric acid- to re rove the; surface oxides. 
The pickled retal was rinsed with water and acetone and air dried. The required quantity 
of metal war. weighed several tires alternately with III?" traceable Class S weights. The 
metal vas transferred to a preclcaned Erlenncycr flask fitted with a standard taper air 
cooled condensct and reflux head. The petal was dissolved in eight molar nitric acid. The 
dissolution was completed in ?M hours using low heat. The solution was cooled and quanti
tatively transferred to a calibrated bubble neck flask bavin" a screw cap cnclosu-t:. The 
acid concentration was adjusted before the solution was diluted to volume at the < 'c "1 -red 
temperature. This solution was weighed several tir.es on a double pan analytical balance, 
using the double, transposition weighing technique. The mean weights were determined and 
corrected to the certified apparent rasscs of the Class S weights. The makeup value un
certainty error was propar.itod. Table I shows the actual data used and the calculations. 
The referer.ee values wtie. also calculated on a volume, basis.

PACKAGING TEE CALI BRATTON AN") TEST SAT HUAI, S

The prepared solutions were packaged in various sizes of borosilicate glass ampuls and



flame Healed the day after they were prepared. Specially fabricated .000 ml borosilicatc 
p.iflt.:; ampuls vt re used for pad aging largo q'.iantltles of the V.'CTM for long tern storage.
The large ampuls will he opened an needed and repackaged Jn smaller ampuls. The .inpul•; were 
precleaned with hot four molar nitric acid, thoroughly rinsed and allov:;d t.o air dry prior 
to use. Sevt-ral 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ml anpuln were filled for the character!zation work 
and routine use.

I cicchanit nl ar-:pul filler war. used to rapidly aliquot solution to the ampuls, vhich 
verc immediately flame sealed vith a commercial arpul se.-.lcr to prevent evaporation.
Special precautions wtre taken when transferrin?, the solution fro:a the large poly bottles 
to the atapuls. Care was taken to prevent dripping solution in the ampul necks vhich could 
dry when the neck was scaled and affect the solution concentration.

The packaging provided 1"0 large ampul r, containing about-130 grams of uranium which is 
equivalent to approximately five units of SRM-960 uranium netal. Many smaller ampuls verc 
also filled.

PROCEDURE FOR CHARACTERIZING VORKING CALIRRATIOH TEST MATERIALS

Two analytical chemistry methods known to provide prccise and accurate results were 
used to characterize the WCTM. They were a gravimetric uranium method based on the ignition 
of uranium to U;,Ofc and the Ne.v Brunswick Laboratory's modification of the Davies and Gray 
titriractric method.

Two independent laboratories, selected for their measurement expertise, were contracted 
to analyze the solutions. In-house characterization of the two solutions was alr,o performed 
using two different analytical methods.

AKALYTICAL MEASUREMENTS

KUP.EG-0253 lists criteria covering the selection of the number of replicate analyses 
for characterizing the working standard in .section 5.3. The desired limit of error is 
related to the end use of tbo l.’CTM and is a Junction of the accuracy and precision of tbs 
plant material to vhich the V.’CTM applies. A relative 3i:;n't of error (Ul.E) of'less than Vj 
of the 0.25/J F.I.E establishes for the plant material measurements was selected. The number 
c>f samples analyzed determines if satisfactory measurement precisions are attained. In 
characterizing the V.’CTM by two methods, the limit of error is a function of the precisions 
of the two analytical, methods used.

A ninimun of five replicates is recommended in the El'REG. On the basis of the Safe
guards Analytical l.rboratnrv Evaluation l’ro-ran Report of the "Average Vithin Lab Standard 
Deviation" for the two methods, nine replicate aliquots were selected for the titrisso.tric 
method and six vore selected for the gravimetric method. These numbers should have given 
approximately equal estimates of the standard deviation of the means, but did not. The 
actual precision estimate?; are rhown on pa;?,e 1 of Appendix I. The in-house measurement, 
precision estimates were well known, therefore, six replicate aliquots were chosen 
for Vhe in-house choractcriz-atien of the L’Ci.5. An equal number of determinations were per
formed on both standards by each method.

Evaluation of the. Analytical Measurements

The statistical tests given in KUREG-0253 were applied to the data to compare the con
firmation analyst's ani. establish an assigned value and limit of error for the working stan
dard. The statistical comparison of the results of the .two r.etbods was accomplished fol
lowing this scheme:

1. The means and associated standard deviations were calculated for cach data set.
2. The prerIsf^ns o£ the results obtained by belli methods for the l.’CTM and RCTM were 

compared.
3. -The two Y.T.T reans'were bias corrected for the difference observed between the 

RCT:: analytes and it: r.akeup value.
4. The l.TTM population means, obtained using the two methods, were tested forequality 

of roans. The approximate variances and degrees of freedom were derived by error



propagation.
5. An assip.nt-d value ;md associated standard devi .ition for the V.'CTM was calculated by 

weij;htin{; the bias corrected t.ieans for both Methods.
6. The limit ot error and relative Unit of error were calculated for the V.'CTK and 

ti:!;tcrf,
7. The 95% confidence interval vas calculated.

The results of the outride laboratories analyses are p lv c n In Appendix I vith the sta
tistical treatments llr.tcd above. When the V.'CTM ir. a results of the two laboratories were 
tested using the t-test of equality of cenns, the difference in peculation means was sig
nificant.

Investigation revealed that Laboratory II’s analyses of the V’CIM had better precision 
than the historical precision of the laboratory. Therefore, a pooled standard deviation 
was calculated frora historical data and characterization data an'* used instead of the stan
dard deviation of the l.’CTM and RCTM results. This was permissible since precision data 
previously obtained for a r.ethod used for similar car.ple analysts can be pooled with 
current data to compute a better estiirate of the standard deviation with a larj’cr number of 
degrees of freedom.

The results of the outside laboratories appeared to be posi tively biased from the make
up value and in-house analyses of the reference standard. However, no significant differ
ence was observed between the. laboratories’ values for the working standard after correcting 
for the difference between the observed values and the reference value of the RCTM. These 
results confirred the in-house. assigned value of the V.'CTM.

si:co;;n ckakactep.izatjc*:; program

The unexplained bias of the reference standard caused in-house concern that our 
analytical results t:ay have been nepal ivc-1 y biased, so in 197? a n>\.’ refereace standard was 
prepared for :< second characterization of the vorVirr, standard. Table II rhovs the actual 
data used in calculating the concentration and associated standard deviation values for the. 
1978 KCTM.

Several 500 cl ampuls of the V.’CTM were opened and six aliquots of cach standard were 
analyzed by two methods as done previously. The analytical r-twr.urt-taents and subsequent 
statistical treatment of this v:ork are Riven in Appendix II.

These analyses cor;firned the nnkeup value of the 1.97" RCTM and the value previously 
assigned to the Y'CTM. The new assigned value of the V.’CTM was within the confidence inter
val established in the previous work.

Table 111 siu-.Kiarir.es all of the analyses performed in the- character!sation effort.
The mean value of all the analyses of the VCTM is 219.20 AO.03 r-.;; U/g.

SUMMARY

Detailed instructions are Riven ir. the regulatory Ruide for the; preparation and char
acter ir.at icn pf a urr.nyl nitrate V.’CTX. However, s«-r.e potential psv.blcns that could be
encountered are not specifically addressed. For cxanplo, the particular problens that wc.
encountered with Laboratory II1 s very precise luear.urrr.nnl S and the apparent bias between 
the outside laboratories, and in-house results, before they were corrected for, by usinR the 
tcchniqv.es described in NV!'.IT>-0?53.

Vo)loi.-inr, the procedure, a uranyl nitrate W'TM can be prepared fror, a .plant uranyl 
nitrate solution at a r.ir.iri::n cost, with'!‘BS traceability, and within a predetermined liivit 
of error.

i ’I G r a : ? ,  TAHLKS AND A V m ’MCKS 

Table I. 1976 RCTM ir.ikmp value and associated standard deviation calculations.

Table II. 1978 KCTM mkeup value ami associatcd .‘fandard deviation calculations.



Figure 1. 

Appendix I.

Tabic III. Characterization data i.innnry generated by three different laboratories, using 
two different analytical chemistry rethodr., -in two different yearn, while con
currently analyzing one of two different RCTM's. l'.arli mean has been corrected 
for the apparent bias observed in the analysis of the HCTM.

Preparation schemes for calibration ond test materials.

Statistical treatment.': of the VCTM characterization analyses from outside 
laboratories.

Appendix II. Statistical, treatments of the V.’CIM characterization analyses by the in-house 
. laboratory.



Table T. 1976 RCTM makeup value and associated standard deviation calcu
lations.

Symbol Component

A « assigned makeup value 
Sa b associated standard deviation 
F = purity of starting material 
b = air buoyancy 

Vx e weight oi starting material 
Vr *= tare weight of tlie flask 
Ws *= gross weight o£ solution & flask 
tf. “ V.'3 - VJa «= net weight of solution 
S = standard deviation

A .  (n (h ) (K » )  
V.'»

Mean Value 
r/ r

0.99975
0.99992

166.4522]
176.695
910.209
733.513

Standard 
Deviation p./s

0.000085
0.0
0.00019
0.034
0.034
0.043

SA- ~  [h* {f* <SW *> + (W»)2 SFJ} + A2 (SU * + S» *)] 11*V.p * 2 3 .

A * (0.99975)(0.99992)(166.65221 B » )
733.511 g

A = 0.226853 g U/p,

SA = [(0.999S2)2 {(0.99975)2 (0.00019)2 + (166.4522)*
/3 j •3X2

(O.OO0Of.5)2} + (0.226851)* {(0.034)2 + (0.034)2 }] V* 

SA * 2.1th x 10“ 5

Final concentration = 226.S51 10.024 ire V/r,



Table II. 1978 KCTM makeup value and associated standard deviation calcu
lations.

Symbol Component

A B assigned value 
SA “ associated standard deviation 
F « purity of KBS-960 metal 
b 15 air buoyancy corrcctinn 

Wj «= weight of uraniun metal 
W2 = tare weight of flask 
Vs *= gross weight of solution f« flask 

** Vv’3 - Vfa net solution veight 
S « standard deviation

A „ POEM

Mean Value 
R/r.

0.99975 
0.99992 

155.37830 
16/.. 85« 
8S2.044 
717.186

Standard 
Deviation g/g

0.000085
0.0
0.00011
0.00S3
0.0132
0.0156

sA = ~  [b2 {F5 (sWi)8 + (sKj)» (sF2)} + a2 (Si:a* + sV:3>] 1/2

A , SO^ M - D U -9999?I(15,5, 37830.4 E V). = 0. *>16578 r V/g 717.186 g h.-adj/d B ivb

SA* 717.186 [(0.99992)2 {(0.99975)2 (0.00011)2 + (155.3783)2

(0.000085)2} + (0.216578)2 {(0.013)2 •!- .(0.00826)2 }) ^  

SA = 1.9 >: 10" 5

Final concentration *» 216.578 +0.019 m  V/g



Tabic TIT. Characterization data L'jir.ntary generated by three dif
ferent l;ijoratoriei:, using two different analytical chev.iistry 
methods, in two different ye.ars, while concurrently analyzing one 
of two different llCTIt’s. Each nc-an lias been corrected for the 
apparent bias observed in the. analysis of the I’.CTM.

LABORATORY KETHOI) CORRV.CTr.n W m

llJ-liOl’SR - 76 GRAVIMETRIC . 219.20
Ol’TSlim n  219.18
IN-HOVSE - 78 219.24

IK-HOUSE - 76a NKL-MODIFIF.I) D.G. 219.17
IN-HOUSE - 76b 23.9.20
oiiTsrrif; (-2 219.26
IK-liOVSS - 78 219.18

THE AVERAGE OF THESE 7 KEANS IS 219.20 MG U/G SOLUTION



VCTM RCTM
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Figure 1. Preparation schemes for calibration and test materials.



AT'I'MNDIX I

S T A T IST IC A L  Tiir.ATMI'.NTS OF TI!F. WCTM CHAI'ACTr.KTZATIOX ANALYSES

Data Collected In ConfirnatJon l.’ork Frnn ftul.'.i<ic Laboratories

■ The Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (S) of each set of results verc calculated using the 
following equations:

M >: xj

, /: (x, - m )z
J  n-T

n « number of samples in each set 

Outside Laboratory I

P.CTM

226.99
226.98
227.02
227.00
226.96
227.04

VCTM

219.25
219.24 
219.33
219.24 
219.38 
219.32

Outside Laborntirv TI

RC'fll

226.95 
226.99
227.01
226.96
226.98 
227.03
226.98
226.98
227.01

V.’CTM

219.39
219.40
219.38 
219.37
219.40 
219.3S
219.39
219.39
219.40

K, = 226.99 
Sj » 0.030

RS1): = 0.013

2. F-Test rf Precision

M2 = 215.31 
Sr = 0.063

usn2 = o.o?. 9
M3 = 226.99 
Sa = .0.025

RS»a = 0.011

Mu = 219.39
St »

RSDu =
0.011 •
0.005

Calculated F ratios for both methods are compared to tabulated F values at the 957. 
confidence level.

Labor.-1 t ory 1 

F - i i !
(0.063)‘; 

F(l-«/2, m-1, na-l) or F(0.975,5,5) - 7.15 

Eccause 0.226 <7.15 and >0.140, the precisions arc not differc-nL. 

Laboratory II

F = £i‘- « * 5.6 v  * 0.178
sk? (o.oii)-’ —

F(l-f72, n»-l, nj-J) 0.22or F(0.975,8,8) - 4.43  ̂ ____

Because 5.60 >4.43, the precisions are different.

A pooled standard deviation of 0.87 was calenl.il.od from these and past data fur Labora-



lory P2 (in<J it van used in all subsequent, calculation;; because the precision for the 
WCTM was nuch better than past measurewnt performance.

The 1976 F>CTM reference value (R) - 226.G51 ng U/g fron Table I

X2 >  Mi (U/Mi) *= 219.31 (226.851/226.99) » 219.176 uig U/g

X* - M„ (R/H3> « 219.39 (226.851/226.99) = 219.2% mg .l!/g

X*. = 219.205

4. Calculation of the Equality of the Means

The approximate variances (V) and degrees of freedom (f) for each mean are calculated.

3.  Calculation of Methods Means! Rased o:i VCTM

The two V.’CTM lr̂ ans (>f) are bias corrected for the difference!; observed on the RCTM 
analyses.

/6) (226.99)2 + (6) (219. 30)

(9)(?26.99)2 (9)(219.39)2

(0.030)2 (0.067)*

(0.QH7)"__ (0.0S7)

0 .00088

ni-1 n—1

(0.000ES)'1
(219.3 8 P  (O.OIiC) 

__ 7b)(220.^V"~ 
5

E S ^ E i z )
llj~l 1H-1

( 0 . 0016 )

(
(219.26)- (o.ns:) 

8
(2l'(i .  ( 0 .QS7)

r(9) (219.39)7
8

*  Hounded to  th e  n e a re s t in te g e r.



. „ [?■> - X,. , , , , „ 1219.176 - 219.25']T • in which T » * - = r : *'• * 1.60
J V g  + W  JO.OOObfi + 0.0016 ----

(V;. 4 i\}* (o.nnosp, + o .o 'u m 7
f = V;~7~I~ v 7  in which '(O.OOOSr t (G.fHilf.)7 = 13 *

f? •" f * *5 ' ' 8 *”

T from T-lable 0 T(l-«/2, f) «= T(0.975,13) =-2.16

Becausc 1.60 <2.16, the neans arc not different.

6. Ass 1 ftnr.cnt of WCTM Concentration Value (A) hv Wfij'.htinp. the Bins Corrected Mrv;v>r. from 
cach Method

A ■ WjX? + Vu%.
1 1

■ 5. Compute t he T S t a t i s t i c  wi th  f Decree?; of Frcodon lU-.iiif: the F<>1 ] owlnj’ KguaHonj_

V? 0.00088
Wa ■= i----y~ = -- i--i—  = 0.6452

V2 + V* 0.00080 + 0.0016
W* *= 1 - 0.6452 = 0.3548

A = (219.176) (0.6452) + (219.256)(0.354B) » 219.204 inp. U/r. solution

7. Calculation of the Standard Deviation (S/,) Associated with A, with fA Desroe.s of Frccdo;

sA = ( b  + Jr)]]'-'

* *  [ n l i  h  + ‘ , u '!!llu5t!) (i + i)U'1

Sa * 0.0^7 nr. V / r

Na is the number of depress of freedom used in calculating the limit of error for A.

__ J ____ . _______1
Ka s , - (0.6432)' + (0.3.S4S)* ' *

T 7  f* 5' a"*

8. Calculation of the Lii.-.if of Error (I.E) and Relative Limit of Krror (RLE)

LH - 2Sa c 2(0.027) 0.034 r.r V/r.

RI.I7 = )00~ IX c (0.0540) 100Z «, 0.025?
A 2197204

9. Tos_t_ to_Pc>t•'mine if the RLE Moots the Roguircr.>-r.t of <1/3 of the Plant P.LL of 0.252 
which _isjLf'5:

The i.-irpet KLF. of 0.08,'i is >0.025" of the VCCT.'!, therefore the V.'CTM characterisation is 
satisfactory .

* Wounded to  tlie  n earest in to p e r.



JO. Calculation of tlio 9')'/ Onf idonct; Inl.frvnl. (Cl) for the .A.'isipnfd .Value 

Cl - A i t (l-«/2, Ka)(SA) 

t (0.973,10) » 2.228 

Cl - 219.20 i 2.228 (0.027) *= 219.1 A lo 219.26 i.f ll/ft Solution



STATISTIC/,!. TRKATMEN'J 01' Till: V.'CTM CHAP.'ACTr.RlZATJO:: ANALYSES

a ppendix ii

1 • Data f.ollr'Ctfrd In f'.onf 1 rr.ntlon Work fro:n 1978 In-hour.e Analyses

The Moan (M) and Standard Deviation (S) of cacli set of results were calculated using the 
following equations:

M j: x:

s .  J: (Xi - m)s
n-l

n «= number of sansples in each set 

Gravimetric Results Titrinotric Results

Rcr.i WCTM RCTM WCTM

216.555 219.209 216.660 219.057
216.584 219.153 216.583 219.363
216.509 219.192 216.490 219.193
216.519 219.247 216.600 219.057
216.521 219.324 216.490 219.193
216.658 219.18? 216.607 219.237

Mi » 216.558 M? «= 219.217 Ha = 216.582 M* « 219.183
Si = 0.057 S2 = 0.061 sa « 0.077 s. = 0.116

USD, = 0.026 USDs = 0.026 rsd3 = 0.0362 RSDi = 0.053%

2. F-Test of Precision

Calculated K ratios for botli methods are co:r,pared to tabulated V values at the 95% 
confidence level.

Method (1) 
2

F , . ^  = 1 0 ,0 5 I)1 ,0.873
S,J (0.061)'’ 

r ( W 2 ,  n,-l. n?-l) or

1.15

F(0.975,5,5) - 7.IS 1 *= 0.1/,

Because 0.873 <7.15 and >0.140, the precisions are not different.

Method (? )

F .  * 4  -  -  o.m
Su} (0.116) ---- F 2.27

Because 2.27 <7.15 and >0.140, the precisions are not different.

3. Calculation of Method Moans Hasod on tin- RCTM

The two WCTM cicans (X) ate bias corrected for the differences observed on the RCTM 
analyses.



The RCTM reference value 00 *• 216.578 inp, U/p. from Table IT.

Xa «* H* (K/M,) *» 219.217 (216.578/216.558) - 219.237

X, “ H* (K/M,) - 219.183 (216.578/216.5B2) 219.179

X?+., » 219.208

4.. Calculation of the Equality of the Means

The approximate variances (V) and decrees of freedom (f) for each mean are calculated. 

v*

Va = (219.237)2 ( — CQtPg??*---+ --- (fiiOWlLjr 0.00118
\(6)(216.558)? (6)(219.217)v

v* = s ' 2 (<^7>ST *

V» ~ (219 179)* f— -C0L:O77)--- ------ (P.-JJ6)_? V  « 00325* ^1^.179) (̂6)(216<582)̂  + (6) (219.3.83) V ' - ^ 3 2 5

V?2
J i z i z y  [yZ J Z V

fz -3-21?—J \ m? Mr- )
ni-1 r»2-l

(0.00118):
/ (219.237) J (0.057)'' )' / (219.237)' (O.O^TP'F

- \  (6)(216. SMi'r )  + \ (6) (239.217)" )

W2
f  S»* j - ( S Z - S l I V  

f<i ~ V n» M3 ) + L n 1.  Hi.  )
n3- l  iu-1

(0.00325)s
7 (219.179) ‘ (oToTTpT / (219. .’79)- (0.316)" V 

iu  z  \___ (6)(21*6• )" y + V" (6)(2'j9.rS3pr I = 9 *

5. Compute the- T Statistic vith f lVfircos of Freodor.i Using the Vollowlnp, Equation:

T *= lx.r_rJL:l in vhich T = = 0.071
^/VaTl^ yO.OOllS + 0.-00325

<Vr + V j 2 • (0.001 IS H- 0.00325)2
f.„ 5 ' \v \\7 in which (li.oomr (o.oar~>V- * u  *

fsf f«" 10 9

* Kottmled to the nearest itiicp.er.



T I r o n T-lViblo 0 t ( W 2 ,  f) *-• T(0.975,]/<) ■■ 2J45 

Conclude the two Means are not different since 0.673 <2.3/(5

6 . Asr.i p,iii:.trnt o f  V.T.TM r n n c m t m i  Inn Value: (A) hy l. 'oiph t i np th e  Bf.ns C o r r c r t e d  Moan s  f ro n  
cac l t  M<;tliorl

A ” W?X? + W»X»

l_  ____1_____
v* o.oons'

t.’a __ 1__+"~" 1 __ « 0.73363
V2 V, -0.00318 0.00325

K* = 1 - 0.73363 = 0.26637

A = (219.237) (0.73363) + (239.179)(0.26637) = 23.9.22 r,B U/r. solution

7. Calculation of the Standard Deviation (Sa) Associated with-A. with fA Dep.rees of Freedom

SA * _ - L  _  £l +|/, (0.73363) (0.26637) ^  + jjijJ h --- 0.0318 rip V / r

Ka is the number of degrees of freedom used in calculating the limit of error for A.

__ 1____ _________1___________
Ka = v Z T i  iLl = (0.73363)~ (0.26637) ' ~ 16 *

fa f- 10 + 9

8. Calculation of the. Limit of Error. (LF.) avA Kc-lative Lin It of Error (10.K)

LE = 2Sa = 2(0.0318) = 0.0636 rip, l?/p,
R1X = 100" n :' = (0.0636)IOC-' = 0i(r9«

A 239.22 ~

9• Test to Detoi'::'.ino if the R1,F Meets the Kcquircncnt of <3/3 of the riant P.l.K of 0.25?.' 
which ip O.Oo.

The target RLE of 0.08/,,' is >0.03/i of the V.'CTM, there fore the VCT>! characterization is 
satisfactory.

10. Calculation of the 95^ Confidonee Interval (Cl) for the Ar.sip.ned Value 

Cl = A ± t ( W 2 ,  n.-,) (SA) 

t (0.975,36) «■ 2.120 

Cl = 219.22 ♦ 2.12 (0.0318) « 219.15 to 219.29 r.g U/p. solution

* Rounded to the nearest integer.


